XR®-AT Powered Mixer

OVERVIEW
The XR-AT powered mixer incorporates a 9-channel mixer and 1,000 Watts of power (1,500 Watts peak) into
a unique, portable design. Plus, for the first time ever, the mixer includes the world famous Antares® AutoTune® pitch correction technology. This technology can literally help anyone sing in key and is used on
professional recordings and live performances throughout the world. Ideal for use in small to medium sized
venues, the feature-packed XR-AT comes equipped with on-board digital effects and cutting-edge features that
are only available from Peavey such as MidMorph® and FLS®-Peavey's exclusive Feedback Locating
System®. Additionally, the mixer includes the Peavey exclusive KOSMOS® bass enhancement that adds lowend response and increases high-end clarity.The XR-AT also features Bluetooth® wireless connectivity for
audio playback from any Bluetooth- equipped smart device or USB "jump drive." Other features include an
assignable Main/Main or Main/Monitor power amplifier with four twist-lock combination outputs. Plus, the
on-board LCD conveniently displays the mp3 file name, play information, setup information for the Auto-Tune
feature, and selected effects. Seven channels of compression allow users to dial in the perfect level regardless
of the source, making the XR-AT highly adaptable in any live setting. Dual nine-band graphic EQs with FLS,
monitor send and selectable EQ round out the features on this game-changing sound reinforcement solution.

FEATURES
- 1,000 Watts RMS, 1500 Watts peak power
- FLS® exclusive feedback detection circuit
- 7 channels with individual compression capability
- Antares® Auto-Tune®
- 8 combination XLR/1/4" inputs
- Assignable stereo power amp
- KOSMOS® low-frequency enhancement
- Subwoofer line output
- Exclusive MidMorph® EQ
- Effect to monitor return control
- Digital effects
- Monitor send on mic channels
- USB MP3 player
- Input pads

- Dual 9-band main graphic EQs
- Analog record output capability
- Bluetooth® capability
- Product Dimensions: 19" wide x 9.5" deep x 9.5" high (48.26 cm x 24.13 cm x 24.13 cm)
- Weight Packed: 20.06 lb(9.1 kg)
- Width Packed: 14"(35.56 cm)
- Height Packed: 23"(58.42 cm)
- Depth Packed: 14"(35.56 cm)

